DIGITAL
AUDIO
& GEN Z
IN THE
MIDDLE EAST
Gen Z's love for digital audio &
how to create a knock-out audio campaign
Generation Z - born in the mid-1990s to the
early 2000s these pre-teens, teens, graduates,
and entry-level workers have increasing
personal spending power PLUS influence on
parental and household spending. With such
great potential net worth creating a solid Gen Z
marketing strategy is important for securing
current and future sales, loyalty, and trust.
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In the UAE and Saudi, this youthful generation
loves digital audio. It's become a pivotal
channel for them to access global content and
upload their own. As the generation matures
we expect listener numbers to continue
rocketing. Digital audio is now an essential
channel in your media mix.

How much does Gen Z in the Middle
East love digital audio?
In 2022 we questioned over 1,300 residents of Saudi Arabia and
found Gen Z are the largest consumers of digital audio content.
Thirty-nine per cent of Saudi Gen Z respondents regularly
consume digital audio vs 35% for Millennials and 29% for Gen X.
The most listened to audio format for them is music streaming,
followed by podcasts and web radio.
Traditional broadcast radio is the least listened to audio format slowly falling victim to the digital age. Only 4% of our surveyed
Gen Z saying they tune into FM radio regularly, we fully
expect commercial radio to shrink off of media plans.
Love for digital audio is also found among Gen Z in the UAE.
Industry data shows that 54% of UAE Gen Zs believe that audio
streaming platforms have significantly shaped the way they
discover and connect to the culture and 43% have searched
for more podcast content in the last year.
Audio is part of Gen Z's daily
digital life showing up at multiple
times in the day.
Of regular podcast Generation Z
listeners in Saudi 62% listen to
podcasts when commuting via
car or public transport, and the
top individual location to listen to
podcasts is at home (60%). A
significant amount also listens
when going to sleep (32%) and
when doing sports (28%).
Music streaming stats show
similar numbers, with the most
popular place to regularly stream
being at home (58%), followed by
in the car (55%) and doing sports
(33%). A significant 78% will
stream music when doing
some form of commuting.

39%
REGULARLY
CONSUME DIGITAL
AUDIO

33%
HAVE A PAID
SUBSCRIPTION TO
AN AUDIO
PLATFORM

78%
WILL STREAM
MUSIC WHEN
COMMUTING

60%
LISTEN TO
PODCASTS WHEN
AT HOME

Gen Z respondents to the
Nextbroadcast Media 2022 Saudi
Arab Listening habits survey

What does Gen Z want from brands?
Your Gen Z marketing dollars need to work
harder. Why? Firstly easy access to vast global
content and experts has made this youthful
generation more opinionated. Furthermore, it's
incredibly easy to shop around for alternatives.

Luckily digital audio is a vehicle that supports
all the demands Gen Zs have for brands making it a go-to marketing channel for many
global brands.

Data on the value system for Gen Zs shows this is what they want from you:

ETHICAL

HUMAN

VALUE

Show ethical inclusive
practices, either stand for
something, do good or not go
against their beliefs.

Communicate in a human,
personable and authentic
way so they can trust you.

Be affordable because at
the end of the day low cost
and value for money still
trump all.

BENEFITS OF
DIGITAL AUDIO
FOR GEN Z
MARKETING

FULL MESSAGE
Audio is the perfect marketing amplifier because
advertisers have 30 seconds of in-ear time to
tell a story. Plus, because audio is so easy to
consume, people are more likely to listen to
completion. The average digital audio ListenThrough-Rate is 95% which leads to a greater
influence on the acquisition of knowledge and
intent. Compared that to display ads which only
need 50 per cent of their pixels to appear onscreen for one continuous second.

TRUST
Spotify research discovered 50% of Gen Z had
greater trust in podcasts than other traditional
media sources, and for nearly 70% a podcast
host "felt like a friend". The intimate connection
between creator and listener is huge, which leads
to trust. Advertisers can build momentum on this
trust within a wholesome lean-in environment.
An interesting Mindshare study showed that
trust in advertised brands went down after the
exposure to a video ad but up after a podcast ad.

CREATIVITY
Sound transports listeners and triggers
memories, emotions and feelings. The sound a
brand creates represents an opportunity to be
human, build an emotional connection and
remain in the mind of the consumer. Nielsen
Media Lab data shows audio ads have a 24%
higher recall rate than traditional display ads.
High recall rates significantly contribute to brand
awareness and conversions.

5 tips for building a great Gen Z audio campaign
BUDGET
Depending on the format you select e.g. programmatic, host-reads, sponsorships etc.
budget will vary. Programmatic self-serve ad managers are the lowest in both time and
cost, starting as little as $250 and launching within hours. Much like display, social,
search...the bigger the budget the more reach and impressions you will get, leading to
better success. Sponsorships or engaging with podcast influencers will cost more and
take longer to execute. Check our short overview on podcast influencers:
nextbroadcast.media/how-to-use-podcast-influencers

FORMAT
Ad spots include pre, mid and post-rolls, host reads, sponsorships and audio gaming
formats. Host-read ads and sponsored content align with Gen Z's fierce protection of
their time because you’ll be considered more relevant and trusted. However,
programmatically inserting ads using contextual and dynamic targeting will also give you
positive ad relevance and alignment to the listener. For example, a morning ad could
have a different vibe to one played in the evening. Budget will be the biggest dictator of
the type of ad format used.
KPIS
After setting an overall campaign goal, look at audio key performance indicators to
quantify the success. Important audio metrics include Impressions, Reach, and ListenThrough-Rate. Using a third-party audio agnostic supplier, you’ll get transparent results
that have richer data in terms of best platforms, networks, genre etc. A professional
audio partner can also use tracking pixels to measure conversions. Read our guide on
KPIs and benchmarks here to establish the best audio goals:
nextbroadcast.media/audio-ad-kpis-and-benchmarks
CREATIVE
Research shows Gen Z like brands to have a sense of humour. Ensure your ad sounds
human and don’t forget to have fun with this youthful audience. Be aware - the largely
Western driven assumption of rebellion among Gen Z is not completely true in the UAE
and Saudi Arabia. But nor should you consider them conservative. In the Middle East,
this generation is globalised leading them to be more liberal but still rooted in national
pride and community. It is a fine balance you need to make based on your brand image.

TARGETING
The fragmented landscape of audio means you’ll either go direct to one platform like
Spotify, Anghami etc. or use a neutral agnostic supplier that can tap into all available
inventory across multiple networks and platforms. There are endless targeting options,
the most important for a Gen Z campaign will of course be age and location targeting.
Contextual targeting also factors in preferences and mood which can be used to match
ad tones, format and content. There are over two million podcasts and multiple music
genres to utilise, however, we stress not narrowing too much otherwise there is a risk of
minimising reach and results.

All the data and research highlights this
digitally native generation have adopted
podcast and music-streaming in all parts
of their life. It's the epitome of what Gen
Z hold dear - accessibility, diversity,
creativity, and personalisation. Adding
these audio channels not only puts you
where Gen Z is most engaged but allows
you to get creative, be more authentic
and have high relevance.
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